Read the following passage carefully before you choose your answers.
The following passage is excerpted from the beginning of a short story first published in 1943.
Whatever happened, it happened in extraordinary times, in a season of dreams, and in Natchez it was the
bitterest winter of them all. The north wind struck one January night in 1807 with an insistent penetration,
as if it followed the settlers down by their own course, screaming down the river bends to drive them
further still. Afterwards there was the strange drugged fall of snow. When the sun rose the air broke into a
thousand prisms as close as the flash-and-turn of gulls’ wings. For a long time afterwards it was so clear
that in the evening the little companion-star to Sirius could be seen plainly in the heavens by travelers
who took their way by night, and Venus shone in the daytime in all its course through the new
transparency of the sky.
The Mississippi shuddered and lifted from its bed, reaching like a somnambulist* driven to go in new
places; the ice stretched far out over the waves. Flatboats and rafts continued to float downstream, but
with unsignalling passengers submissive and huddled, mere bundles of sticks; bets were laid on shore as
to whether they were alive or dead, but it was impossible to prove it either way.
The coated moss hung in blue and shining garlands over the trees along the changed streets in the
morning. The town of little galleries was all laden roofs and silence. In the fastness of Natchez it began to
seem then that the whole world, like itself, must be in transfiguration. The only clamor came from the
animals that suffered in their stalls, or from the wildcats that howled in closer rings each night from the
frozen cane. The Indians could be heard from greater distances and in greater numbers than had been
guessed, sending up placating but proud messages to the sun in continual ceremonies of dancing. The
red percussion of their fires could be seen night and day by those waiting in the dark trance of the frozen
town. Men were caught by the cold, they dropped in its snare-like silence. Bands of travelers moved
closer together, with intenser caution, through the glassy tunnels of the Trace, for all proportion went
away, and they followed one another like insects going at dawn through the heavy grass.
Excerpt from “First Love” from THE COLLECTED STORIES OF EUDORA WELTY. Copyright © 1952,
and renewed 1980 by Eudora Welty. Reprinted by permission of Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing
Company. All rights reserved.

